**INTEGRATE TERRAGO GEOPDF FUNCTIONALITY INTO ENTERPRISE SOFTWARE APPLICATIONS**

TerraGo Software Development Kit (SDK) was designed to create portable and shareable geospatial intelligence products, support collaborative workflows and integrate with enterprise software applications. In response to strong and growing demand for TerraGo GeoPDF® capabilities, TerraGo has made TerraGo SDK available to enterprises, geospatial software partners, spatial data providers, IT service firms and other vendors. Built from the core underlying technology used in TerraGo Publisher® and TerraGo Composer®, TerraGo SDK enables third-parties to develop custom software solutions that leverage different components of the TerraGo Platform.

**ADD GEOSPATIAL COLLABORATION CAPABILITIES**

The TerraGo SDK is a set of software development modules that allow TerraGo’s customers and partners to integrate TerraGo functionality into their third-party solutions and deliver GeoPDF maps, imagery and geospatial applications — such as GeoPDF mapbooks and location intelligence reports — to their customers. Although every enterprise and vendor has its own software configurations, systems and requirements, TerraGo SDK makes it easy to build and integrate collaboration capabilities into their geospatial applications and workflows.

**FEATURES**

- Produce GeoPDF mapbooks with bookmarks & hyperlinks
- Create 2D & 3D GeoPDF maps & imagery
- Build interactive, multi-layer GeoPDF maps using raster & vector data
- Validate & convert geospatial PDF maps to GeoPDF maps
- Incorporate KML, GML, SHP & TWX content in GeoPDF maps
- Index & search GeoPDF maps & imagery

*TerraGo SDK supports the creation of third-party enterprise software and applications with TerraGo functionality and collaboration capabilities.*
CUSTOMIZE GEPDF MAPS FOR SPECIFIC NEEDS
While many organizations share a need to respond quickly to challenges, the particular requirements vary greatly based on the mission objective. With TerraGo SDK, enterprises and vendors can integrate only the geospatial features and functionality needed for their application. Whether it’s on-demand generation of 2D and 3D GeoPDF maps and images for situational awareness, GeoPDF mapbooks for delivering an interactive atlas, or a collaborative field data collection workflow that pushes GeoPDF maps and geoforms into the field and receives results in return, Terrago SDK allows just what is needed to meet your customer needs.

EXTEND WORKFLOWS To MOBILE USERS
Location intelligence is dependent on extending geospatial collaboration to the edge, so that any user in the organization can access and interact with geospatial information. TerraGo SDK — in conjunction with TerraGo Toolbar® and other TerraGo software products — supports integration with desktop, mobile, Web-or cloud-based applications and workflows, so that even field personnel without specialized training or complex software can benefit from rich geo-referenced maps and imagery at any time, in any location, no matter how remote.

ABOUT TERRAGO
TerraGo makes software tools and mobile apps that make it easy to share place-based data anywhere, any time. From sharing feature-rich maps and imagery to deploying on-demand apps for a mobile workforce, TerraGo builds intuitive products that enhance collaboration from anywhere on the planet.

Founded in 2005, TerraGo invented the industry’s most widely adopted geospatial collaboration technology with its innovative GeoPDF® products and revolutionized field data collection with its TerraGo Edge mobile platform. TerraGo’s customers include the world’s leading defense and intelligence departments, government agencies, non-profits and commercial enterprises in every industry, with over 1,500 global customers based in over 70 countries and all 50 US states.